Preface: Setting the stage for understanding alcohol effects in late aging: A special issue including both human and rodent studies.
It is widely recognized that people worldwide are living longer than in previous decades, with formidable projections regarding the expansion of elderly age groups in the decades to come. Older individuals are also sustaining higher levels of alcohol consumption later in life, and binge drinking remains a prevalent pastime in a significant proportion of aged individuals. Older people are more sensitive to neurobehavioral effects of alcohol, and as individuals age, the cumulative impact of lifetime alcohol intake begins to emerge. This brief review provides a perspective on the emerging field of how alcohol interacts with the aging brain and sets the stage for understanding the relationship between alcohol and overall brain health. In doing so, we introduce a set of articles collected in this book series (all chapters available on PubMed) which spans human epidemiology and clinical outcomes, along with a series of neurobehavioral studies in preclinical (rodent) models. Because both natural aging as well as alcohol use and abuse include tell-tale signs of neuroinflammation (heightened expression of neuroimmune genes, activation of inflammatory signaling pathways, and signs of glial activation), particular emphasis is placed on the role of neuroinflammation in both aging- and alcohol-related alterations in neurobehavioral function, with special emphasis on the spectrum of cognitive dysfunction ranging from mild cognitive impairment to Alzheimer's associated brain pathology.